
RATED “R” Release Form
Video & Animation DMD: 233 Video Editing

Dear Parents and /or Guardians,

Your son or daughter is currently enrolled in my Video & Animation course.  To instruct my classes I try 
to use various approaches to convey the true meaning of film and how its created and how it affects 
their lives.  With the assistance of the cinema, the events and theories of film are more than just learned 
they are experienced and felt by students.  Throughout the school year we will watch films in their en-
tirety or portions of films to study editing techniques, scripts, storyboarding, camera operations, framing 
and camera dynamics. These films give students a first hand perspective of the theories we discuss in 
class.  However, some of these films are rated “R” and as a result I’m asking your permission to allow 
your son/daughter to watch these films in class.  Due to the graphic nature of these films, I am request-
ing students obtain a signed permission slip to view the movie as it is rated “R”.  Here is the list of films 
we will be sampling in the course. 

Heidi Varela, hvarela@rlas-116.org
Video & Animation Instructor

I give permission for my son/daughter to watch R rated movies in Video & Animation.  

Student’s Name:_____________________________________________________ Date:____________________

Parent’s Signature: ___________________________________________________

Movie Rating Description: R = Restricted – These films contain some adult material.  They get an R rating because of the film’s use of language, theme, 
violence, sex or portrayal of drug use. Approved=Pre-dated films under the current Hays code, films were simply approved or disapproved based on moral 

or immoral attributes, approval rating deems appropriate for exhibition. 

Film Title Rating Film Title Rating
Hugo PG Dear Zachary Not Rated 
Citizen Kane Approved ET PG
Sin City R The Godfather R
North by Northwest Approved Big Fish PG-13
Psycho Approved Malcolm X PG-13
Vertigo PG Signs PG-13
The Village PG King Kong PG-13
The Sixth Sense PG-13 Se7en R
Star Wars Series PG The Orphanage R
Wanted R The Grand Budapest Hotel R
Terminator R Blade Runner R
Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid

PG Gravity PG-13


